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“Uh, so.”Omi laughed.

“In the Seven Seas, once someone ascends to the Immortal Realm, many people go to watch, and many
people from Batangas also say they go to bid farewell, but they aren’t really that enthusiastic about
going to bid farewell, and also want to see if that person who ascended will see a pseudo-immortal
artifact the moment they enter the gap in space-time and throw it out out of the goodness of their
hearts.Although the probability is very, very small, it’s not entirely unlikely, as there have been
multiple instances of it occurring throughout the ages, so we only have a few pseudo-immortal
artifacts in the Spirit World at the moment.”

“Where are they?”

“Nonsense, of course it’s in the hands of those big brothers of the Seven Seas.Truth be told, back then,
before our ancestor Wang Shura had even ascended, he had also acquired a pseudo-immortal artifact,
but unfortunately, he was robbed after he ascended.”

“In that case, that Jedi Sea Valley, would there be a pseudo-immortal artifact?”

“It’s not impossible, but the possibility is almost close to zero.”

“Thank you, Senior Wang, for your hospitality.”

“There’s no need to be polite, we still have something to trouble you with.”

Omi said, “Senior, whenever you need my help to open the treasure door, just say so.”

“How about tomorrow, then?”
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“Well then, come here tomorrow and we’ll go open the treasure together.”Wang Pi said excitedly.

“Good.”

Omi and the others returned to their residence.

Omi smiled, “I hope the Jedi Sea Valley, has pseudo-immortal artifacts ah.”

“Even if it does have pseudo-immortal artifacts, it’s not necessarily your turn to rob it, haven’t you
heard that the bigwigs of the Seven Seas will send people down this time, maybe even come down
themselves.”Tang Huan said.

“You don’t understand this, if the Jedi Sea Valley really has pseudo-immortal artifacts, then I dare say
that I definitely have the best hope of acquiring them?”Don said confidently.

“Why ?”



“Think about it, the Jedi Sea Valley is full of formations trapped and in danger everywhere, even the
strongest of the Thunder Tribulation wouldn’t dare to be careless, and I have my Immortal Qi to
protect me, what formations are useless in front of my Immortal Qi, I will break them without
fail.”Omi said with a heated smile.

Mu Qianji said, “Omi, don’t be too confident ah, have you forgotten, in the Blue Fox Family of the Five
Seas, that time when you exploded the Heavenly Flying Sword, the Blue Fox Family more than a dozen
Mahayana chased after you, you tried to break their family’s shield, the result was unsuccessful, and
was besieged, if it wasn’t for that Blue Fox Laobo to seize you, you nowadays, cough cough.”

“I’ll go.”Omi was struck with a depressed face.

“Haha, Omi, I’m not hitting you, I’m just telling you that even if you have immortal energy, you can’t do
anything, you didn’t break the Blue Fox family’s shield that time.”

“Alright, let’s take it one step at a time then, besides, there may not be a pseudo-immortal weapon.”

Early the next morning, Omi arrived at the ancient palace, where Wang Pi was already waiting there.

“Brother Tang, you’re here, let’s eat breakfast first.”

“No need, let’s go now, an immortal cultivator is not a mortal, how can he still have not less than three
meals a day.”

“That’s good, then we’ll go straight to open the treasure.”

Omi and Wang Pi, the two of them, headed to the treasure location, Tang Huan and the others, of
course it was inconvenient to go, Wang Pi was not invited nor was it good to follow voluntarily.

Underneath the big water bubble of the Shura Clan, there was a passage, this passage led to the
deeper sea floor, after a few minutes, they arrived at the deeper sea floor, a white stone appeared in
front of them.

“This is the treasure left behind by our ancestor, King Shura, Brother Tang, it’s going to be hard for
you.”

“How should I fight

Open?”Omi asked.

“You try using the Shura Eighteen Knives and cut it down in one slash, our ancestor’s message didn’t
say how to open it either.”

“Fine, then you back up a bit.”

Wang Pi smiled slightly and didn’t back up.

This stone also didn’t know what kind of material it was made of, Omi Shura’s eighteen knives cut it,
and as a result, it bounced off like cotton, which meant that the more power you used, the bigger the
rebound would be.

“Hey, what happened, why did it bounce?”



“Yes, no matter howmuch force you use, it will pop open, but our ancestor’s message said that the
Shura Eighteen Knives can be opened by hitting it, so try again and find the technique.”

“Good.”

Omi tried over and over again, it wasn’t so easy to succeed once, but with each try, Omi would find a
little bit of feeling, it was like learning to ride a bicycle, after you find the feeling, you won’t fall down.

After trying dozens of times, Omi finally cleaved the white boulder with a single slash.

“Bang.”The boulder split in two.

Wang Pi quickly used his spiritual power to hold open the seawater, creating a vacuum space to
prevent the seawater from entering inside the boulder.

Wang Pi hurriedly walked into the gap in the boulder.

But Omi was in no hurry, after all, it would definitely not be good if he ran in excitedly, Omi stroked
the boulder and said inwardly, “This stone, is a treasure ah, this stone, if it is made into armor, it will
definitely be a very good armor, there is a chance, I want to take some with me and create some
armor.”

Only then did Omi slowly walk in, and sure enough, there were dozens of flying swords inside the
boulder, including three heavenly-grade flying swords.

In addition to the flying swords, there were many other magic weapons, and of course, there were also
boxes of pills.

There were so many pills in crates, it was terrifying.

Omi’s eyes looked towards a corner again and found a large pile of spirit stones.

Omi’s heart choked as he internally blurted out, “Seventh grade spirit stones?”

That’s right, that big pile was all seventh grade spirit stones.

Omi looked to the other corners again, but unfortunately, there weren’t any more spirit stones.Omi
originally wanted to see if there were any eighth grade spirit stones, but there weren’t. It seemed that
eighth grade spirit stones were very rare, and even if there were, they were probably used up by Wang
Xueluo back then.This pile of seventh grade spirit stones was still collected by the strongest ruler of
the spirit world millions of years ago, an ordinary person would definitely not be able to collect so
many seventh grade spirit stones.

Omi’s eyes were focused on the seventh grade spirit stones, and no other pills, elixirs, magic tools, or
scrolls would be able to attract Omi’s attention.

“Hahaha, hahaha.”Wang Pi let out an excited laugh.

Omi busily said, “Congratulations senior, you have finally opened the family treasure.”

“Brother Tang, I have to thank you for this.”

“You’re welcome.”



“Tell me, how do you want me to repay you.”

“This, how can I say this.”Omi smiled heedlessly.

“Don’t be embarrassed, you’ve practiced the Shura Eighteen Blades, and you’re considered half of our
ancestor’s disciple, so opening the treasure will naturally be without your share.”

“This.”

“Go ahead.”

Omi gazed at the pile of spirit stones.

Wang Pi smiled, “Could it be that you only want the spirit stones?You should know that the
seventh-grade spirit stone, although precious, is mainly for those below the conjunction stage,
because those in the conjunction stage can only be enhanced by refining the seventh-grade spirit
stone, and those in the distraction stage must have refined the eighth-grade spirit stone to have an
enhancement effect.
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